
To See Beyond Ourselves

In this installation of eight large scale oil paintings accompanied by brief texts, Kim Schrag makes the 
startling assertion that there is no separation. How could that be, when it seems obvious that one’s very 
identity depends on standing apart from other individuals and from the world at large? But what this 
exhibit questions is precisely this ancient and widely shared assumption of separate personal existence. 
Kim demands to know if is it true that we are all significantly different from one another, and other 
than life itself.

Kim Schrag has looked at herself and therefore knows that putting a wall around oneself generates 
insecurity and a compensating struggle to become and posses more than others, which in turn 
engenders endless frustration and fear mingled with ephemeral experiences of happiness and joy. And 
at the more general level of human affairs, she is quite aware that the sectarianism from which most 
human beings derive a great part of their claim to  a unique and separate existence, is the source of 
endless social conflict and personal suffering. How can we be intrinsically different from one another, 
she asks, if we all share the same alienated and limited identity, even though stemming from relatively 
different sources of biographical and  cultural experience? Is the individual psyche anything in itself?



Do you and I exist except as the particular bundles of cultural and experiential conditioning with we 
each identify?

The psychological and social vectors of this perception of reality, inevitably merge in the explosive 
realization that no significant distinction can be made between the general reality of the human species 
and the self who creates and inhabits it. The world is what it is because we are what we are, and vice-
versa. At every point in space and time, our fragmented and conflicting social reality is the sum total of 
relationships between individuals isolated and conditioned by their identification with the ideological 
group consensus within which their experience takes place. Conversely, the isolated, ambitious, fearful, 
and suffering psychological reality we all know as “myself,” is the only product that can be expected 
from a world permanently torn apart by competing secular and religious ideologies.

The painting entitled Accumulation illustrates the rigid and opaque mental stacking of culturally 
determined experience within personal memory. The self appears as a tower of old files filled mostly 
with limiting and rancid psychological clutter. Self-Centered portrays this same accumulation of 
experience, but now maddeningly revolving around its “me/mine” axis, propelled at all times by the 
fears and desires with which memory itself pollutes the present and projects itself onto the future. 
Falling Away hints at the possibility that the self-absorbed mind living in endless conflict and strain, 
may somehow start shedding its multiple layers of personal memories, fears and desires. Freedom, it 
turns out, is freedom from the self.

With Who Is Looking, Kim pivots away from the painterly description of the human condition 
provided by the first three paintings, and casts a further glance at what may lie beyond the self. She 
does this by asking herself (and us) whether human beings can see life, not with the limited and 
aberrant optics of psychological and cultural conditioning, but rather with the innocent eyes of life 
itself. In other words, by questioning the self to the ultimate consequences, she affirms the unthinkable 
depth and amplitude of undivided life seeing and living itself. And she manages to do this, not through 
narrative pictorial exposition, but through a fairly abstract image in which the alert viewer can 
experientially doubt who is the one who is looking.
Just as Velasquez famously introduced the viewer’s point of view into the pictorial field of “Las 
Meninas,” in this painting, Kim eliminates the viewer altogether by unveiling its bias and limitation. In 
seeing the shadow being projected by its all too informed presence, the viewer realizes that accurate 
seeing demands that he get out of the picture if there is to be clear and accurate seeing. We can only 
imagine the scant presence the conception of this painting demanded from the painter.

The remaining four paintings valiantly tackle the impossible task of revealing a semblance of the 
ineffable. Having eliminated the restrictive and biased point of view of the sectarian and egocentric 
self, all that remains is the indivisible, and therefore unthinkable, totality. Everything is inside the 
whole. There is no viewer standing either outside or inside, and either looking in or looking out. All is 
Inside Itself. Everything that unfolds is mysteriously enfolded within the ever unknowable movement 
of the totality.

In There Is No Separation, the final and perhaps most telling painting of this series, it is made clear 
that, just as the physical body (including, of course, the brain) is inconceivable except seamlessly 
embedded within the multidimensional and flowing reality of the entire physical Universe, the personal 
mind is equally inconceivable outside its most immediate cultural moorings, and beyond that, outside 
the total matrix of human experience and thought. 



With this perception, the individualized human presence loses its habitual hard-edge definition and 
dissolves within the timeless and all-inclusive embrace of life. It is not us, but life, that lives and dies. 
At every instant, it is life that is looking, and it is life that is being seen. There is, indeed, no separation.

To put it mildly, this is a daring installation. In an age in which a daily torrent of eye candy has put the 
mind in a sort of permanent diabetic shock, Kim injects the shot of visual insulin we need to perceive 
the essential. And in a world fragmented and tormented by all too many political, religious, economic, 
scientistic, and ethnic tribes fighting for power, her installation has the courage to point towards the 
high common ground we all secretly yearn for. Freedom does not come then from acquiring the license 
to do as one wants, but from seeing through one’s overwrought sense of biographic and tribal existence.

Some may think that I lack the distance that would be needed to comment objectively on Kim's 
dedication to seeing —and painting — the truth of things as they are. After all, it is true that we live 
and work together, and that our relationship revolves around the dialogue in which we explore day by 
day what it is to be human, what it is to be life. But perhaps it is not too imprudent for me to venture 
here that this installation reflects a great love –a love so great that it seems to go well beyond Kim's 
obvious talent and good will. For what, if not love itself, would care to so gently help us see the 
limitations and dangers of our provincial and egotistical ways? What if not love would so kindly 
facilitate the otherwise shattering realization that life, being one and indivisible, makes none of the 
odious distinctions and establishes none of the unjust hierarchies that typify self-centered thought?  If 
received with the same wide open eyes and willing heart evident in Kim's inspired dedication to the 
truth, these eight profound and austerely beautiful paintings may well have the power to make us see, 
literally, beyond ourselves.
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